Evolve Your Application, be SMART!

The Weasler SMART-drive system enables you to monitor your application. Our compact modular load sensing units can be built onto, or integrated into, any position on your application.

- Increase **Productivity** (acres/hour) without Downtime
- Determine **Preventive Maintenance**
- **Gain Knowledge** (data) > Build Region Specific Applications
- Manage the Lifetime of Your Application
- Reduce Warranty Claims
- Enable Tractor Implement Automation (TIA/TIM)

**MODULAR DESIGN**
Non Contact Torque Measurement

- Gearbox integrated
- Drive shaft integrated
- Sprocket mounted

**Ontworpen en ontwikkeld voor:**

- Balers
- Headers
- Loader wagons
- Your application

**Company profile**
Founded in 1951, Weasler Engineering is one of the world’s leading manufacturers and distributors of mechanical power transmission products for Agricultural and Lawn & Turf machinery.